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Embrace the timeless allure of  

Cacharel with our «Astrid»  

flower-printed scarf, a fusion 

of romance and modernity As 

scarves continue to be a defining 

product for the Cacharel brand, 

this version stands out with its 

delicate floral motifs, exuding  

femininity. The Astrid scarves size 

is 90X90 cm and it is available in 

3 versions.

ASTRID
Scarves



5The “Astrid” Scarves are made of vegan silk (Polyester twill), and delivered in a gift box (CBH001)

The second rendition of the «Astrid» scarf 

introduces a refreshing palette of greens and 

cool blues, with subtle hints of pink dancing 

through the fabric. The overall effect is a  

harmonious blend that captures the essence of 

tranquility and modernity.

GREEN

Understated elegance is offered with this 

first variant of our «Astrid» scarf, where 

a crisp white canvas is gracefully adorned  

with delicate blue and pink elements. This  

sophisticated combination creates a timeless 

accessory, striking the perfect balance between 

purity and vibrant charm.

WHITE

This version is a captivating blend of deep 

navy, vibrant green, and regal red, creating a 

striking and refined accessory. This colorway 

is adding a touch of opulence and classical for 

a result that is both captivating and timeless.

NAVY

1. Astrid White Scarf  - CFL437F

3. Astrid Navy Scarf  - CFL437N

2. Astrid Green Scarf  - CFL437T
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The «Astrid» bag from Cacharel 

exemplifies a functional, stylish, 

and minimal design. It serves as a 

3-in-1 product. The shoulder bag 

includes a cosmetic bag that can 

be kept inside for organization,  

used separately as a cosmetic  

pouch, or transformed into its own 

strap bag with an extra shoulder 

strap provided.

ASTRID
Handbags



7The “Astrid” bags are made of vegan leather (PU), and delivered in branded drawstrings bags.

1. Astrid Black Lady bag  - CTX437A

2. Astrid Green Lady bag  - CTX437T

3. Astrid Taupe Lady bag  - CTX437X

All 3 color versions are made of beautifully 

grained vegan leather with a matte finish for 

a luxurious feel, it serves as a 3-in-1 product. 

This green version is colorful & on trend, while 

still neutral enough to match outfits across a 

wardrobe.

GREEN

All 3 versions are finished with simple and 

minimal signatures, featuring a logo embossed 

on a tag for the main bag and a golden logo 

on the inside pouch. These minimal elements 

are complimenting the black version so well : 

simple, elegant and understated.

BLACK

This neutral shade effortlessly blends style 

and versatility, providing an easy-to-pair  

companion for any outfit. The timeless appeal 

of taupe, With its chic simplicity and enduring 

charm, makes this version of the Astrid bag a 

go-to accessory for any wardrobe.

TAUPE
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The «Astrid» shoulder bag by  

Cacharel embodies simplicity and 

practicality, making it an ideal 

companion for everyday use. Part 

of the functional, stylish, and  

minimal Astrid line, this compact  

bag is easy to carry and  

effortlessly combines form with 

functionality.

ASTRID
Shoulder Bags



9The “Astrid” bags are made of vegan leather (PU), and delivered in branded drawstrings bags.

1. Astrid Black Lady bag  - CTW437A

3. Astrid Taupe Lady bag  - CTW437X

2. Astrid Green Lady bag  - CTW437T

3. Alix handbag black  - CUUE1478

All 3 color versions are made of beautifully 

grained vegan leather with a matte finish for 

a luxurious feel, including this taupe version 

, with its neutral shade effortlessly blending 

style and versatility,

TAUPE

On all 3 color versions, the minimal signature 

is subtly embossed on the texture, maintaining 

a clean aesthetic. This green version is colorful  

& on trend, while still neutral enough to match 

outfits across a wardrobe.

GREEN

All 3 color version are crafted from beautifully  

grained vegan leather with a matte finish for 

a touch of luxury, it showcases meticulous  

details such as the tone-on-tone buckle on 

the closing strap and the braided detailing on 

the shoulder strap.These minimal elements 

are complimenting the black version so well : 

simple, elegant and understated.

BLACK
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Introducing the Astrid Watch, a 

symbol of timeless elegance for 

those who appreciate beauty and 

femininity. This exquisite time-

piece features a trendy Milanese 

mesh bracelet for a touch of mo-

dern flair, complemented by stun-

ning sunray dials that capture 

and reflect light. Offered in three 

captivating color options: Chrome 

& Navy, Chrome with Gold Case 

& White Dial, and Rose Gold & 

Dark Green.

ASTRID
Watches



11The “Astrid” watch is made of zinc alloy & brass, with a stainless steel caseback, and delivered in a gift box (CBM001)

4

1 2 3

3. Astrid Rosegold & Green Watch  - CMN492T

4. Set Astrid scarf & Astrid watch  - CPLN492T

1. Astrid Silver & Navy Watch  - CMN492N

2. Astrid Silver & Gold Watch  - CMN492C
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Explore the timeless allure 

of Cacharel’s Ambre scarves,  

celebrating the brand’s rich print 

tradition. This scarf is one of 

our smaller, 65X65 cm version. 

This floral version, available in 

off white and black, effortlessly 

blends botanical elegance with 

versatility, allowing easy coordi-

nation within the collection.

AMBRE
Scarves



13The “Ambre” Scarves are made of vegan silk (Polyester twill), and delivered in a gift box (CBH001)

This timeless Black ersion of the AMBRE scarf 

features a neutral floral print. This accessory 

is a testament to the brand’s enduring print 

legacy. The scarf effortlessly merges botanical  

elegance with practical versatility, offering 

easy coordination within the collection.

BLACK

This elegant white version is adorned with a 

vibrant pastel print. This accessory celebrates  

the brand’s illustrious print tradition,  

showcasing a harmonious blend of intricate 

patterns and soft hues.

WHITE

Our Cacharel collections are developed in the

idea of mixing items across categories to create

unexpected gift sets.

MIX & MATCH

1. Ambre Off-white Scarf  - CFM438G

2. Ambre Black Scarf  - CFM438A

3. Set Ambre scarf & Astrid watch  - CPMN438A
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The Cacharel «Ambre» bag  

epitomizes luxury with its  

meticulously designed details.  

The quilted material is offered 

in a chic neutral color palette of 

Black and Taupe. Our «Ambre» 

line is a statement of versatile  

elegance, making it the perfect  

accessory for any occasion.

AMBRE
Bags



15The “Ambre” bags are made of vegan leather (PU), and delivered in branded drawstrings bags

1. Ambre Black Lady bag  - CTX438A

2. Ambre Taupe Lady bag  - CTX438X

Discover timeless grace with The Cacharel 

«Ambre» bag in TAUPE, with meticulous 

quilted detailing, this neutral-hued accessory 

embodies understated elegance, perfect for 

elevating any wardrobe.

TAUPE

The chain shoulder straps contribute to its  

lavish feel, while the beautifully textured  

vegan leather ensures both style and  

substance. The double logo signature,  

featuring a prominent C plate on the front and 

a discreet Cacharel signature in gold at the 

back, add a timeless allure.

DETAILINGS

Elevate your style effortlessly with The  

Cacharel «Ambre» bag in sleek black.  

Meticulously quilted for sophistication, this 

accessory stands out with its timeless charm. 

The rich black hue ensures versatile elegance, 

making it a perfect statement piece for any 

occasion.

BLACK
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The Cacharel « Ambre» pouch 

is a luxurious flat accessory  

suitable for use as an evening  

clutch or a cosmetic pouch to 

be placed inside the eponymous 

tote bag. The pouch is made of  

beautifully textured vegan leather 

and is offered in a neutral color 

palette of black and taupe

AMBRE
Pouches



17The “Ambre” pouches are made of vegan leather (PU), and delivered in branded drawstrings bags.

1. Ambre Black Dressing-case  - CTC438A

2. Ambre Taupe Dressing-case  - CTC438X

3. Alix handbag black  - CUUE1478

The Taupe version of The Cacharel 

«Ambre» pouch embodies refined simplicity.  

The neutral taupe shade, coupled with gold 

accents, enhances the quilted material,  

creating an elegant and sophisticated  

accessory suitable for various occasions.

TAUPE

Signed with a beautiful Cacharel C plate to the 

front, and a subtle Gold Cacharel logo at the 

bag, its versatile design makes it a practical  

and stylish addition to any wardrobe. An  

additional feature is the long zipper puller  

that can double as a wristlet.

DETAILINGS

The Black version of The Cacharel «Ambre» 

pouch exudes timeless style. The neutral 

black color, complemented by gold accents,  

enhances the quilted material, creating an  

effortlessly chic accessory suitable for any  

occasion.

BLACK
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The Cacharel «Amelia» tote bag 

effortlessly transitions from office 

to evening, offering the perfect 

blend of practicality and style. 

With its large volume, this bag 

ensures ample capacity for your 

daily essentials. The beautiful 

matt grained texture adds a touch 

of sophistication to its design.

AMELIA
Tote Bags



19The “Amelia” bags are made of vegan leather (PU), the small scarf is made of polyester, the bags are delivered in 
branded drawstrings bags

1. Amelia Black Lady bag  - CTX439A

2. Amelia Taupe Lady bag  - CTX439X

3. Alix handbag black  - CUUE1478

The TAUPE version of the Amelia tote bag 

exudes timeless elegance. The neutral taupe 

hue, enhanced by gold detailing, provides  

a refined touch suitable for both work  

and evening affairs. This color harmonizes  

effortlessly with the scarf’s neutral print,  

offering a polished and cohesive look.

TAUPE

Crafted from vegan leather, the “Amelia”  

features thoughtful detailings, including 

double handles for versatile carrying options  

either by hand or over the shoulder. Each 

strap featuring luxe chain elements. A unique 

touch is added with a small decorative  

printed scarf featuring a custom Cacharel «C» 

monogram pattern.

DETAILINGS

In sleek BLACK, the Amelia tote bag 

seamlessly transitions from day to evening 

with its versatile design. The neutral black 

shade, complemented by gold detailing, adds a 

touch of sophistication. This color effortlessly 

pairs with the scarf’s neutral print, creating a

cohesive and stylish ensemble.

BLACK
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Introducing Cacharel’s «Andrea» 

collection—a chic belt bag with a 

crossbody transformation, paired 

with a vegan leather card holder  

in classic Black and Taupe.  

Elegant and practical, the card 

holder features the iconic C  

signature and a zipped pouch.

ANDREA
Collection



21The “Andrea” bags are made of vegan leather (PU), the belt- bags are delivered in branded drawstrings
bags, while the card holders are delivered in a gift box.

4. Andrea Light Brown Waistpack  - CTJ440X

5.  Set Andrea coins purse & Ambre bracelet & Astrid watch  - 
CPBMN440X

2. Andrea Black Coins purse  - CEM440A

3. Andrea Light Brown Coins purse  - CEM440X

1. Andrea Black Waistpack  - CTJ440A

1

3

5

2

4



JEWELLERY
new collection
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Discover the new Cacharel Astrid 

Bracelets – elegant accessories with 

subtle heart stones, made of brass. 

Available in silver or gold, these  

accessories offer a timeless blend  

of sophistication and style.

ASTRID
Bracelet

1

2

2. Astrid Silver Bracelet  - CJB437C

1. Astrid Gold Bracelet  - CJB437E

“Astrid“ Jewellery is made of brass and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)



25“Ambre“ Jewellery is made of brass and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)

The Ambre Bracelet is a sophisticated 

addition to the collection, showcasing 

delicate small elements adorned with 

three tiny white stones. Crafted from 

brass, the bracelet exudes an elegant 

charm. It is available in both silver and 

gold variations.

AMBRE
Bracelet

1

2

2. Ambre Gold Bracelet  - CJB449E

1. Ambre Silver Bracelet  - CJB449C
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1. Andrea Gold/pink Bracelet  - CJB450Q

2. Set Ambre scarf & Andrea bracelet  - CPBM450Q

Introducing our trompe l’oeil 

«Andrea» bracelet in Gold & 

Dark Green or in Gold & pink, a 

stylish creation that deceivingly 

appears as multiple chains and 

bracelets when adorned. Crafted 

from durable stainless steel, it is 

adorned with green malachite 

stones on one version and pink 

quartz stones on the other.

ANDREA
Bracelet

2

1



27“Andrea“ Jewellery is made of stainless steel and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)

1. Andrea Gold/ Green Bracelet  - CJB450T

2. Set Ambre scarf & Andrea bracelet  - CPBM438G

1

2



JEWELLERY
collection
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The Alix Jewellery collection is 

soft and feminine, with its 3 de-

licate heart pendants : the center, 

larger one is delicately engraved 

and the 2 smaller ones set in soft 

white zircon. These pieces are 

available in gold or silver, and as 

bracelets or necklaces.

ALIX
Jewellery

1



31“Alix“ Jewellery is made of brass and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)

2

4

3

5

4. Alix Silver Necklace  - CJC343C

5. Alix Silver Bracelet  - CJB343C2. Alix Gold Necklace  - CJC343E

1. Set Alix bracelet & Alix necklace  - CPBC343E

3. Alix Gold Bracelet  - CJB343E
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The Faustine jewellery collection 

is fresh and playful, with its 5  

minimal elements inspired by 

flowers and finished with luxu-

rious and soft white enamel.  

Available as a necklace & bracelet.

FAUSTINE
Jewellery

2

1

1. Faustine Gold Bracelet  - CJB365E

2. Faustine Gold Necklace  - CJC365E

“Faustine“ Jewellery is made of stainless steel and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)



33“Clémence“ Jewellery is made of stainless steel and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)

The Clemence bracelets are mixing a 

refined chain with oversized links for 

a definitely current and trendy result. 

The pendant is a heart shaped lock. 

Available in gold or silver.

CLEMENCE
Jewellery

1

2

1. Clémence Gold Bracelet  - CJB354E

2. Clémence Silver Bracelet  - CJB354C
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The Albane bracelet is a double row of refined 

chains, enhanced with the Cacharel signature  

butterfly. The result is an accessory with a feminine 

and trendy touch & feel, that is perfect to mix and 

match across the collection to create sets.

ALBANE
Jewellery

Albane Gold Bracelet  - CJB376E

“Albane“ Jewellery is made of stainless steel and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)



35The “Alix“ Key ring is made of brass and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)

The Alix Keyring is composed of a lock & a key 

charm, as well as a delicately engraved main round 

charm, signed “Cacharel Paris”. Its doghound  

allows it to be used also as a bag accessory, and as 

such, it has been designed to match any bag of the 

collection.

ALIX
Key ring

Alix Gold Key ring  - CAK396E
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The «Odeon» jewellery collection 

is a timeless classic that would 

suit any style. Each of the charms 

is adorned by a subtle zircon,  

giving it an understated elegance. 

Available in gold & silver, and as 

necklace or bracelet.

1

ODEON
Jewellery



37“Odeon“ Jewellery is made of brass and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBA001)

4

3

5

2

4. Odeon Silver Necklace  - CJC220B

5. Odeon Silver Bracelet  - CJB220B2. Odeon Gold Necklace  - CJC220E

3. Odeon Gold Bracelet  - CJB220E

1. Set Odeon necklace & Odeon watch  - CPCN220A
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The Alix handbags are classical  

accessories with a retro feel.  

They are finished with a new 

round Cacharel signature plate : 

elegant, understated and timeless,  

they play with contrasted smooth  

& suede materials and are  

accented with luxurious golden  

tones. Available in 3 color  

versions.

ALIX
Handbags



39The “Alix” bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.

1. Alix Black Lady bag  - CTX334A

2. Alix Navy Lady bag  - CTX334N

3. Alix Nude Lady bag  - CTX334X

This Indigo version is colorful yet easy to 

match with any outfit. It is monochromatic,  

yet playing with the contrast of both  

materials.

INDIGO

This black & beige version is the ultimate  

classical item, mixing neutral tones with its 

black smooth PU & beige suede sides.

BLACK & BEIGE

This Nude & grey version is soft & fresh, 

mixing soft & easy tones : nude smooth PU & 

grey suede sides.

NUDE & GREY
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The Alix Cross-body bags are  

offering 2 looks in one item,  

as they are each composed of 2 

parts : one smooth texture side  

finished with a new round  

Cacharel metal signature plate, 

and another side in vegan suede  

texture signed with a golden  

Cacharel logo.

ALIX
Cross-body Bags



41The “Alix” bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.

1. Alix Black Lady bag  - CTW334A

2. Alix Nude Lady bag  - CTW334X

3. Alix handbag black  - CUUE1478

This Nude & Grey version offers two looks into 

one item, with one side made of smooth Nude 

texture & signed with the round Cacharel  

signature plate, and the other side made of 

Grey suede, signed with gold Cacharel letters.

NUDE & GREY

These 2 in 1 crossbodies allow for optimal  

organization of your everyday essentials, with 

their 2 zipped compartments. Golden metal 

accents are giving the final luxurious touch.

TWO IN ONE

This Black & Beige version offers two looks 

into one item, with one side made of smooth 

black texture & signed with the round Cacharel  

signature plate, and the other side made of 

beige suede, signed with gold Cacharel letters.

BLACK & BEIGE
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The Alix scarves, with their 

vibrant color palettes & luxurious 

twill textures are inspired by an 

imaginary botanical garden, and 

designed to bring a pop of color 

to any outfit. Available in 2 color 

versions

ALIX
Scarves



43The “Alix” Scarves are made of vegan silk (Polyester twill), and delivered in a gift box (CBH001)

The Alix pink scarf has a light pink frame, and 

is mixed & matched with light blue detailings.  

The result is an accessory that gives a soft &  

feminine final touch to any outfit

PASTEL SHADES

This Alix navy square scarf is mixing a deep  

navy frame with shades of pink, purple &  

orange, for a feminine & vibrant result.  

Perfect to bring an instant touch of color to 

any outfit.

POP OF COLOR

Our Cacharel collections are developed in the 

idea of mixing items across categories to create  

unexpected gift sets.

MIX & MATCH

1. Alix Navy Scarf  - CFM334N

2. Alix Light Blue Scarf  - CFM334M

3. Set Alix key ring & Alix scarf  - CPKM334N



The Alix Mugs are the perfect 

accessories to bring a soft &  

feminine touch to your active day. 

They play on contrasted touch 

and feel between the silicone & 

ceramic parts. Available in an 

array of neutral & pastel hues : 

Black, off-white, light green and 

light blue.

ALIX
Mugs

44



45The “Alix” mugs are made of ceramic & silicone, and delivered in a Cacharel gift box.

1

3

2

4

3 Alix Light Blue Isothermal flask  - CAI334M

4. Alix Light Green Isothermal flask  - CAI334T

1. Alix Black Isothermal flask  - CAI334A

2. Alix Grey Isothermal flask  - CAI334K



ALBANE
collection
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The Albane handbags, with their 

saddle shape are the perfect  

everyday accessory. Their soft 

textures & golden signatures 

have a resolute luxury feel.  

The retractable strap is enhanced 

with golden eyelets, which will 

add a trendy touch to any outfit.  

Available in 4 vibrant tones : 

Navy, Yellow, Brown or Nude.

ALBANE
Handbags



49The “Albane” bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.

3. Albane Yellow Lady bag  - CTW333S

4. Albane Nude Lady bag  - CTW333X

1. Albane Navy Lady bag  - CTW333N

2. Albane Brown Lady bag  - CTW333Y

1 2

3 4
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The Albane wallets are the perfect 

compact accessories to organize  

all your essentials. Their soft  

textures & golden signatures give 

them a luxurious feel.  Available 

in 4 vibrant tones : Navy, Yellow, 

Brown or Nude.

ALBANE
Wallets



51The “Albane” wallets are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBW001)

4. Albane Brown Lady wallet  - CEL333Y

5. Set Albane lady wallet & Faustine long scraf  - CPGL333N2. Albane Nude Lady wallet  - CEL333X

3. Albane Yellow Lady wallet  - CEL333S

1. Albane Navy Lady wallet  - CEL333N

1

3

5

2

4
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The Albane scarves, with their 

vibrant color palettes & luxurious 

twill textures are inspired by an 

imaginary botanical garden, and 

designed to bring a pop of color 

to any outfit. Available in 2 color 

versions

ALBANE
Scarves



55The “Albane” Scarves are made of vegan silk (Polyester twill), and delivered in a gift box (CBH001)

1. Albane Green Scarf  - CFL333T

2. Albane Red Scarf  - CFL333P

3. Set Albane lady wallet & Albane scarf  - CPLL333N

The red Albane scarf is dominated by a red 

color tone, and has yellow and pink detailing, 

for a scarf that could bring a fresh and vibrant 

touch to any outfit

WARM TONES

This version is mixing a deep green frame with 

pops of yellow & blue tones. Its navy accents 

are adding an elegant touch. Perfect to bring a 

vibrant finish to any outfit.

POP OF COLOR

Our Cacharel collections are developed in the 

idea of mixing items across categories to create  

unexpected gift sets.

MIX & MATCH
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The Albane watches are playful 

& vibrant accessories, with their  

golden accents giving them a 

luxurious and feminine final 

touch. Available in 6 vibrant 

tones : Navy, Yellow, Brown,  

Nude, Black & Light blue, they  

are easy to mix & match with  

other accessories of our collection.

ALBANE
Watches



57The “Albane” watch strap is made of silicone, the case is made of alloy with a stainless steel back, and delivered in a 
gift box (CBM001)

4

1 2 3

3. Albane Light Blue Watch  - CMN333M

4. Set Albane bracelet & Albane watch  - CPBN333X

1. Albane Black Watch  - CMN333A

2. Albane Nude Watch  - CMN333X



58



59The “Albane” watch strap is made of silicone, the case is made of alloy with a stainless steel back, and delivered in a 
Cacharel gift box (CBM001)

4

1 2 3

3. Albane Navy Watch  - CMN333N

4. Set Albane lady wallet & Albane watch  - CPNL333N

1. Albane Yellow Watch  - CMN333S

2. Albane Brown Watch  - CMN333Y



60

1

The Faustine scarves are made 

of pure wool, for a soft and light  

touch. A classical item offered in  

3 key colors : Black, Camel &  

Coral, easy to mix & match with 

any outfit, or to create feminine 

and unexpected gift sets.

FAUSTINE
Scarves



61The “Faustine” scarf is made of 100% wool, and is delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBP001)

1. Set Alix key ring & Faustine long scraf  - CPGK335A

2. Faustine Black Long scraf  - CFG335A

3. Faustine Camel Long scraf  - CFG335Z

4. Faustine Coral Long scraf  - CFG335Q

4

2 43



ALMA
collection





64



65The “Alma” bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.

Our «Alma» tote bag is light & roomy. It is the perfect trendy accessory to carry 

around everything you need. It is large enough to carry your laptops & files or 

even to serve as an overnight bag. They are made of carefully chosen pebbled 

grain vegan leather.

ALMA
Tote bag

1

4

3

5

2

4. Alma Black Lady bag  - CTX219A

5. Alma Light Grey Lady bag  - CTX219K2. Alma Coral Lady bag  - CTX219P

3. Alma Camel Lady bag  - CTX219Z

1. Alma Indigo Lady bag  - CTX219L



The “Alma” cosmetic bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.66

The «Alma» cosmetic bags are the perfect luxurious & trendy accessory to carry 

around your everyday essentials. They are made of carefully chosen pebbled 

grain vegan leather.

ALMA
Cosmetic bag

21 3

4 5

4. Alma Lilac Dressing-case  - CTC219V

5. Alma Coral Dressing-case  - CTC219P2. Alma Light Grey Dressing-case  - CTC219K

3. Alma Camel Dressing-case  - CTC219Z

1. Alma Black Dressing-case  - CTC219A



67



6868



69The “Alma” bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.

Backpacks are definitely the new it-bags. Our new «Alma» line is the perfect luxurious & trendy  

accessory to carry around your everyday essentials. The signature plate is a slightly oversized and  

domed version of the iconic «C» logo, signed with a Cacharel engraving.

ALMA
Backpack

3

21

2. Alma Camel Backpack  - CTP219Z

3. Alma Light Grey Backpack  - CTP219K

1. Alma Black Backpack  - CTP219A



70

ALMA
Wallets

The «Alma» wallet is made of 

carefully chosen pebbled grain 

vegan leather. The wallet was  

designed to be both compact and 

roomy, with multiple compart-

ments to best organize all your 

essentials .



71The “Alma” wallets are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in Cacharel gift box (CBW001)

6. Parure / Set Set Alma lady wallet & Odeon watch

1

3 4

5 6

2

4. Alma Camel Lady wallet  - CEL219Z

5. Alma Coral Lady wallet  - CEL219P2. Alma Indigo Lady wallet  - CEL219L

3. Alma Light Grey Lady wallet  - CEL219K

1. Alma Black Lady wallet  - CEL219A



7272



73The “Alma” Scarves are made of vegan silk (Polyester twill), and delivered in a gift box (CBH001)

The«Alma» scarf is printed with fresh and  

romantic, liberty inspired, flowers & birds,  

with bright & poetic tones. This scarf is made  

of vegan silk twill (polyester), ideal to match  

with any outfit

ALMA

Navy

The «Alma» scarf is printed with fresh  

and romantic, liberty inspired, flowers & 

birds, with bright & poetic tones. This scarf 

is made of vegan silk twill (polyester), and its 

size, 90 X 90 cm size makes it a very versatile 

accessory.

ALMA

White

Our Cacharel collections are developed in the  

idea of mixing items across categories to create 

unexpected gift sets.

MIX & MATCH

1. Alma White Scarf  - CFL219F

2. Alma Navy Scarf  - CFL219N

3. Set Alma lady wallet & Alma scarf  - CPLL219



ODEON
collection
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The «Odeon» bags are elegant & 

understated, with their quilted 

pattern executed on a beautiful, 

slightly textured vegan leather 

(PU). The signature plate is a 

slightly oversized and domed  

version of the iconic «C» logo, 

signed with a Cacharel engraving.

ODEON
Bags

1. Odeon Black Lady bag  - CTX220A 2. Odeon Taupe Lady bag  - CTX220Z



77The “Odeon” bags are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a non-woven bag.

1. Odeon Black Lady bag  - CTW220A 2. Odeon Taupe Lady bag  - CTW220Z



7878



79The “Odeon” wallets are made of vegan leather (PU) and are delivered in a Cacharel gift box (CBP001)

The «Odeon» lady wallet is elegant & understated, with its quilted pattern  

executed on a beautiful, slightly textured vegan leather. The wallet is a classic  

format, with a roomy and organized interior featuring no less than 8  

card slots, note compartments and a zipped compartment in the center.

ODEON
Wallets

1

2 3

2. Odeon Black Travel wallet  - CEL220A

3. Odeon Taupe Travel wallet  - CEL220Z

1. Odeon Off-white Travel wallet  - CEL220G



8080



81The “Odeon” watch strap is made of genuine leather, the case is made of alloy. It is delivered in a Cacharel  
gift box (CBM001)

The «Odeon» watch is trendy and understated, with its bright sunray dial. 

The gold case and soft genuine leather strap are giving it a luxurious touch.  

We wanted to offer this timeless beauty in an array of neutral tones that will 

never go out of style.

ODEON
Watches

1

4

2 3

3. Odeon Off-white Watch  - CMN220G

4. Set Odeon travel wallet & Odeon necklace & Odeon watch  - CPCLN220G

1. Odeon Black Watch  - CMN220A

2. Odeon Taupe Watch  - CMN220Z



The ”Alesia” bags are delivered in a non-woven bag.82

Our «Alesia» tote are following 

the wicker bags trend, and they 

are the perfect item for all your 

summer needs. Roamy and beau-

tifully finished. The trims are 

made of vegan leather. They are 

delivered with a strap, so the 

bag can be either carry on the  

shoulder or as a crossbody.

ALESIA
Tote bag

1. Alesia Brown Lady bag  - CTX218Y 2. Alesia Off-white Lady bag  - CTX218G



83The “Alesia” Scarves are made of vegan silk (Polyester twill), and delivered in a gift box (CBH001)

The «Alesia» scarf is adorned by a paisley inspired print. For this style, we wanted to play with graphical 

prints & pop colors, to give it a true contemporary feel. This scarf is made of vegan silk Twill. Its size, 65X65 

cm size makes it a very versatile accessory that can be worn in hundreds of different ways.

3. Alesia White Scarf  - CFM218F

1. Alesia Bright Blue Scarf  - CFM218L

4. Alesia Navy Scarf  - CFM218N

2. Alesia Mint Scarf  - CFM218T

ALESIA
Scarves
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The «Alesia» sunglasses are our 

most classical and timeless offer 

on this lady sunglass segment. 

Available in black or tortoise, 

with its gold «Cacharel» signature 

on the temples, this pair is de-

signed to fit everyone, and will be 

matchable with any outfits. They 

come in a beautiful cacharel box.

ALESIA
Sunglasses

1. Alesia Brown Sunglasses  - CGS218Y 2. Alesia Black Sunglasses  - CGS218A



85Our glasses are delivered in luxurious Cacharel gift boxes.

The «Alma» sunglasses are the perfect summer  

accessory, with their mix of gold metal & 

brown acrylic finishes.The Cacharel signature 

is engraved on the temples. They come in a 

beautiful cacharel box.

ALMA

The «Odeon» sunglasses are the perfect  

summer accessory, with their mix of tortoise 

acrylic & gold accents. They are the tren-

diest sunglass pair in our offer. The Cacharel  

signature is engraved on the temples.  

They come in a beautiful cacharel box.

ODEON

1. Odeon Tortoise Sunglasses  - CGS220Y

2. Alma Gold Sunglasses  - CGS219E
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CBH001 Cacharel Scarf

CBW001 Cacharel WalletCBM001 Cacharel Montre

CBP001 Small Folder CBX001 Cacharel big set

CBA001 Cacharel Accessoire

CBS001 Cacharel Simple

PACKAGING
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